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Accumulation Mode GaAlAs/GaAs Bipolar Transistor
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The Accunulation Mode Bipolar Transistor is proposed and investigated for
the first tine. The transistor uses the two dinensional hole gas (2DHG) as an
ultra thin base layer, which is accunulated at the AIAs barrier - p- collector
interface. The transistor shows the conmon-emitter current gain of -30. The
theoretical results reveal that by adopting the p- collector rather than the
n- collector, and with the higher impurity concentration, the carrier
concentration of 2DHG base, the turn-on enitter-base bias, and the punch-
through base-collector bias are inproved drasticalty.

1-, Introduction
A new type of GaAlAs/GaAs bipolar

transistor which uses an accumulated two
dimensional hole gas (2DHG) as a base is
proposed and investigated. So far, we have
developed the GaAs Inversion-Base Bipolar
Transistor (GaAs IBT)1) which uses an
inversion layer for the 2DHG base. Though
the GaAs IBT has various good features such
as the snall enitter size effects, the short
base transit time, etc., it has sone problems
to be solved such as the high turn-on bias,
the low punch-through bias, etc. In order to
overcone those problems, the present device
is proposed.

2, Experinents
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view

of the fully self-aligned Accunulation Mode
Bipolar Transistor (Acc BT). The present
transistor consists of n+GaAs enitter
(n+=Sx101-8/cm3, bOOnur) / undoped GaAIAs
graded layer (x=0 + 0.3, 1-5nn) ,/ undoped AIAs
barrier layer (10nm) / p- GaAs collector (p-
=2719161cm3, 150nm) / n+ GaAs subcollector
(n+=5x1018/cm3, 1)rm). The enitter length and
the width are 1E=10Jrm, and Wg=1-yn,
respectively. Although it looks tike a HBT
with p- base layer, it operates like an IBT.
The inpurity concentration and the thickness
of p- collector is low and thin enough for
the p- collector to be conpletely depleted.
By applying the emitter-base bias, the
interface between the AIAs barrier and the p-
collector is accumulated and 2DHG which works
as a thin base is induced. The difference
between the GaAs IBT and the Acc BT is that
the GaAs IBT adopts the n- collector, while
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Fig.1, Cross sectional view of Accumulation
Mode GaAlAs,/GaAs Bipolar Transistor.

the Acc BT p-collector.
Figure 2 shows the comnon enitter

transistor characteristics of (a)IBT and
(b)Acc BT, respectively. In both transistors,
the current gain of hFE=30 was obtained.
The output inpedance of the Acc BT at VCE=2V
and Ic=O.9mA is 5.5 kohn which is two tines
higher than that of the IBT (2.6 kohn). This
higher output inpedance of Acc BT is
attributed to the higher 2DHG base carrier
concentration as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore
the Early effect and the punch through effect
are suppressed compared..to the case of IBT.
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Fig.2, Transistor
emitter node for

characteristics of conmon-
(a)IBT and (b)Acc BT.

3, Theory
By using the one dimensional sinulation,

various nerits of the Acc BT over the IBT
becone clear. The devlee structure which was
fabricated was selected for the sinulation
and the carrier concentration of the
collector was varied from n-=2x10161en5 (fnf)
to p-=2a1gL7 /cn} (Acc BT) .

Figure 3 shows the enerry band diagram
of the (a) IBT (n- collector), and (b) Acc BT
(p- collector) at zero bias condltion. In
this figure, the inpurity concentration of
the p- collector of the Acc BT was set to the
highest value of p-=2a1gL7/sn} to clearly see
the effect of the p- collector. In the
IBT, the surface of the n- collector at AIAs
interface is alnost in flat-band condition,
while in the Acc BT, the surface of the p-
collector at AlAs interface is drawn upward
by the'built-in potentlal of p- collector
n+ enitter junction. This built-in potentiat
helps to lower the turn-on enitter-base bias
as shown in Fig. 5. Figure 3 (c) shows the
carrier concentration of the Acc BT at zero
bias condition. Though the p- collector is
doped to 2a1gL7 /sm}, the peak carrier
concentration (holes) is as low as
191-3/gm3. Therefore, the p- collector is
completely depleted at zero bias condition.

Figure 4 shows the enerry band diagran
of (a) IBT and (b) Acc BT at the nornal
operation mode of the transistor when the
enitter-base and base-collector bias of
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Carrier concentration of Acc BT at zero bias
condition.
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Fig.5, Dependence of carrier
2DHG on emitter-base bias.
bias is set to zero volt.
type (IBT) and p- type (Acc

Veb=2.lV, Vbc=-0.4V are applied. In the
enerry band of the IBT, the n- collector
shows the steep slope, while in the Acc BT,
the p- collector has the mil-d slope, and at
the dip between AlAs barrier and the p-
collector, the two dimensional hole is
accumulated which works as a thin base.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the
carrier concentration of 2DHG base on the
emitter-base bias. The base-collector bias
is set to zero volt. The collector type
is n or p and the inpurity concentration is
used as a parameter. By adopting the p-
collector rather than n- collector, and
with the higher inpurity concentration, the
turn-on enitter-base bias which needs to
induce the 2DHG (>3x1010 /cn2) decreased
drastically from - 1.7V to - 0.5V. This is
because, the higher the impurity
concentration of the p- collector, the built-
in potential of the p- collector - 1+
emitter junction becomes higher (see Fig.
3(b) ). Therefore, the surface of the p-
collector at the AIAs interface is drawn
upward higher and the lower emitter-base bias
can induce the 2DHG, and that makes the
enitter-base turn-on bias smaller.
Furthernore, the base carrier concentration
at Vs6=2.1y increased nore than 2 tines fron- 2xt01-2/cn2 to - 4x1,0L2/cn2.
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Fig.6, Dependence of carrier concentration of
2DHG on base-collector bias. Ernitter-base
bias is set to Vs5=2.1y. Collector is n-
type (IBT) and p- type (Acc BT).

Sinilarly, the punch-through base-
collector bias which makes the 2DHG base
vanished (<gx10tO /cm2) is inproved from -4V
to -8V by adopting the p- collector rather
than n- collector and with the higher
inpurity concentration as shown in Fig G.
The nain reason of the inproved punch-through
bias is that the higher the impurity
concentration, the 2DHG concentration becomes
higher (see FiS. 5), therefore the punch-
through bias becomes larger.

4. Conclusion
Accunulation Mode Bipolar Transistor is

proposed and investigated for the first time.
The experimental and theoretical results show
that by adopting the p- collector rather than
n- coll-ector, the output conductance is
inproved more than two tines, the enitter-
base turn-on bias becomes snaller from -L.7V
to -0.5V, and the punch-through bias is
inproved from 4V to 8V. Thus the
Accumulation Mode Bipolar Transistor
overcones the problens of the GaAs IBT with
retaining all the features of the IBT.
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